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October is one of my favorite months in Arizona—there is so much to do fishingwise, that it is sometimes hard to narrow it down. A fishing buddy in Washington
state tried to convince me to take some time off of work and go with him to British Columbia for steelhead, but a new job and limited funds is keeping me closer
to home. However, I did get out and fish a small stream on the rim, and was
able to take a whole week and check out several lakes and streams in the White
Mountains, culminating with the club outing at Becker Lake. I did catch a nice
4-5 pound brown at Hawley Lake, some nice fish at Big Lake, and a fair amount
of 18-20 inch rainbows at Becker Lake with the rest of the DFC gang who were able to attend the
outing. By the way, we had great attendance at our Becker Lake outing—I think there were 25 folks
who showed up for dinner Friday night, and I know there were a few DFC’ers who fished with us but
were unable to make the dinner. Anyhow, I really appreciate the great turn out—we really are a “Fly
Fishing Club that Fishes!” Also a special shout out to Tom Russo, who, although unable to attend,
still made three big pans of baked Ziti for our Friday night dinner. Thanks Tom!!
You’ll likely see it elsewhere in the newsletter, but we have some great club trips coming up in the
next few months. In early November we will have what is probably my favorite trip—the 51st annual
run down to Rocky Point, Mexico. Great fishing, usually wonderful weather, good food, good folks
to hang with--If you have never done this, you are missing a great time. There are currently 27 members who have signed up, and Lucky Ketchum, our November speaker from San Diego, is coming a
few days early to fish with us. I’m sure there will be some good stories told at the next club meeting.
In December we will have a low pressure/low cost outing to Canyon Lake—bring your pontoon boat
or float tube for a ½ day of fishing and join us for lunch at Tortilla Flats. (Buy your own lunch though.)
Just a reminder that our 2014 Banquet will be held on Wednesday Feb 12 (The night of our regular monthly meeting) but will be held at the Knight’s of Columbus Hall. As you know, this is our big
fundraiser for the year, and I encourage you ask your friends in the business community to please
donate something for our auction (restaurant gift certificates, car washes, bottles of wine, fishing
trips etc, etc) and to also consider donating something yourself for this auction. It is for a good
cause, and it is greatly appreciated.
Please go out and do some fishing in the next few months. Not only is this a great time of year to
get out, you’ll also be able to brag about it the next club meeting when we ask “Who’s gotten out
fishing?!”
Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night.
Joe Staller

Catch me at: joestaller@yahoo.com

NOVEMBER DFC CLUB MEETING...

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2013
Our meeting will feature Lucky Ketchum, from
San Diego Fly Fishers, with details on fly fishing the inshore salt water and surf of Southern
California.

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club
Meeting, followed by your monthly program along with fun
and raffle prizes!

DFC ITEMS PLANNING STAGES...
Programs the DFC Board is working on:
December-Carpin’—Cinda Howard

•

Outings the DFC Board is working on:

• Salt River Instructional Stream Side Outing- January 2014 • Casting Games at Red Mountain Ranch- January 2014
• ANNUAL DFC BANQUET- February, 12, 2014 • Dead Horse Lake- C/G - February 21, 2014
LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Check this out....DFC DECEMBER OUTING!
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DFC OUTING
DECEMBER 14,
2013

....October 14, Columbus Day
While Congress debates how much of the peoples money to spend on those
who are not providing any of it and shutting down the peoples land and
water while still collecting their salaries, DFC is still planning their outings as tho our property will be opened for access. Our annual outing to
Canyon Lake is still hopefully going to take place sometime in December
if we are granted access to the peoples water. December 14, the Saturday
immediately following our monthly meeting has tentatively been scheduled. It will feature breakfast drinks and warm pastries graciously provided
by your host who will also assist anyone who needs help setting up for the
fishing experience. This will include but will not be limited to help inflating
fishing platforms, stringing and rigging rods, free advice on fly choice, help
with lacing boots and unsolicited comments on sartorial attire worn by
the attendees. Two years ago we were literally blown off the lake, last year
we were plagued with few fish as we were at the end of the stocking cycle
established by our own illustrious Fish & Game but we had a great time in
spite of it. After the "on water" portion of the event many of us head for
Tortilla Flat for lunch and to swap "stories" about how we had done. With a
little luck we should be granted access to the lake by the time we have our
event scheduled and should have a great time as always. Please see me at
the meetings between now and our proposed date to sign up. Or you can
contact me at gdubby77@gmail.com to register. IT'S A FREE EVENT put on
by DFC and I hope to see you there.

Dick Brooks - 480-203-9634

....P.S. October 21
Well, it looks like the rascals in Washington have come up with a temporary
"fix" to allow the "non-essential" workers to return to their union jobs so
now we will be granted access to our land and water and be able to have
our annual outing at Canyon Lake (date to be confirmed later). As responsible citizens we are able to pick up our own trash and insure we have the
required permits to use our water so it is difficult to understand why we
needed a government agent in place in the first place...I guess someone has
to clean the bathrooms. Look forward to seeing many DFC members on this
event and we should take advantage of this temporary window of opportunity to enjoy our national treasures.

Drawing TIME for The Conservation Rod !!!!!!!
“Come to the Meeting”
Regular Meeting, Wednesday November 13, 2013

The Drawing for the BEAUTIFUL 3 Piece DFC Conservation Stream Rod especially
built by Master RodSmith Dave Weaver is finally HERE!!! Dave has been polishing the
guides and waxing the ferrules for months now
...and it’s TIME to GIVE this Rod away!!!!!!
Outing participants have collected Trash on streams, rivers and lakeshores in the
White Mtns, on the Salt River and the San Juan, the streams around Durango, Becker
Lake, and even in the salt waters of Rocky Point. It’s been an international event!!
The rules were simple: Go on an Outing, Get several trash bag / glove kits, Pick up
TRASH and put it in an approved receptacle, report how many bags you picked up,
and get a Drawing ticket for each bag.
So All You Trout Bums that Helped Clean Up
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico and Old Mexico Come On Out and be ready for YOUR
NAME to be Called Out on Wednesday Night at the Elks Club!!!!!!

You might win this Rod!!!!!

The Desert Fly Casters Donates $1000.00
to The White Mountain Lakes Foundation
The White Mountain Lakes Foundation has made great progress
in preserving and enhancing
quality fishing in the lakes and
streams of the White Mountains of
Arizona, notably on Becker Lake
and Silver Creek. The Desert Fly
Casters has long been a vital part
of that effort, contributing both
time and Dollars to WMLF for
several years now. The club has
donated, and individual members
have contributed even more.
We in DFC have also really enjoyed catching (and releasing)
many of those great fish, and hope
to continue that tradition every
year on our multiple outings to the
White Mountains.
WMLF has worked for several
years on the goal of installing Aerators on several lakes in the mountains that suffer winter kill from
freezing over, becoming snow
covered and losing their oxygen.
These lakes, for example Crescent
Lake, have great fall populations

of fish that provide for wonderful
fishing for larger trout in subsequent years, but only if they don’t
have a die off.
It is hoped that Aerators can be
used to keep areas of ice open, thus
maintaining oxygen levels and
preserving the over-wintering fish.
Almost all these lakes are in the
National Forest, and any environment improvements are subject
to the requirement of sometimes
lengthy Environmental Impact
Studies. In addition, these lakes
are remote, and may not have a
ready source of power to operate
the Aerators.
Kelly Myers, of AZG&F, has very
successfully worked on these lake
rehabilitations for several years.
He has suggested that one or more
Aerators be obtained to study their
operation and prove the concept
works in the actual environment
where they would be used, and
WMLF is attempting to do that.
The expense to obtain at least one

Fall High Flow
Event 2013
For October and into early November the flows from Glen Canyon Dam will range from 5,000 cfs to 10,000 cfs to conserve water for an HFE being considered to start November 11, 2013. The
HFE will peak at around 37,000 cfs lasting for 96 hours. The HFE
would conclude around November 14.
Since the peak flows are not excessively high, even lower than
last years, this HFE should prove beneficial to the Glen Canyon
Fishery. In early August of this year a heavy flood came down
Honey Draw depositing large amount of sediment on the river
base. In many areas this has filled in around the cobble, a key area
for populations of invertebrates. The August flows were followed
by more flooding and sediment deposits in September. Two major contributors were the Paria River and Ferry Swale . This HFE
should have the effect of cleansing the river bottom and cleaning
the cobble area.
Our concern has focused on the flow regiment leading up to the
HFE. There is little to no data on the effects of this low flow on the
vegetation and invertebrate population in the shallows and cobble
areas. We clearly stated our concerns to BOR but the flows from

Aerator is estimated to be around
$5000.00. WMLF has asked for
help for buying the Aerators so
testing can start SOON, and hopefully the whole effort can be sped
up.
The DFC Board has approved a
club donation of at least $1000.00
from its conservation budget to
the WMLF to help buy and test
these Aerators.
The DFC Board has also approved increasing that donation
to $1500.00 if club members, and
other Fly Fishing Clubs and Organizations will make similar donations. So DFC will “Match” up to
an additional $500.00 over its minimum donation, IF other individual members, and IF other clubs
will donate to WMLF for Aerators.
That’s why you see that BIG “+”
symbol next to the $ amount in the
headline above.
So The Desert Fly Casters Board
challenges its members and more
especially other clubs and groups

“+”
to contribute to WMLF for this
cause. We’d really like to see several clubs donate up to the same
amount we’re giving, or even
more. A program will be presented to a regular DFC meeting by
the WMLF guys in the near future
to give more details on this work.
Donation checks can be given
to any DFC board member, and
will be immediately forwarded to
WMLF.
After all, wouldn’t it be great if
we ALL had Crescent Lake, maybe
Big Lake, and even several others
producing great fish like those that
the WMLF and AZ G&F has demonstrated in Becker?
So, Clubs, Organizations and individuals,....GIVE!!!!!!!!
Additional contact information,
Catch Joe Miller at:
jam@prairietriz.com

the first of the month indicate the flows were initiated as planned.
The minimum flows of around 5,000 cfs are occurring around
07:00 MST. If any good news can be found in these low flows it is
that they are occurring mostly before the newly uncovered bottom
and vegetation have been exposed to sun light which would dry
them more quickly. They will most certainly increase the biomass
in the drift as the water rises, a plus for the fish of all species.
One other issue is boater safety as many fishers set sail around
the time the flows are near their minimums. For the inexperienced boater or less knowable boater on this water way care must
be taken not to run aground or shear a prop. Place a lookout at
the bow of the boat to safely navigate the waters and wear your
PFD. (This assumes fishers are given access to the GCNRA in the
near future. Currently fishing at Lees Ferry is closed down. The
road leading to Lees Ferry is block at the access point of highway
89A. )
The current funding of government can impact the timing of the
HFE if this situation in Washington continues to drag on. We are
sharing with you the plan that is being reviewed up to the partial
shutdown. The reduced flows as reviewed above have taken place.
John Jordan, John Hamill and Jerry Myers
When the going gets tough, you can take Prozac or buy a fly rod.
Information, Comments, Questions??
Catch me... GERALD E MYERS at: GMyers12@msn.com
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Fly Tying Corner
Tying session for November is on Tuesday November 19th in the fly shop at Bass Pro
shops. Please send email or call Bob Harrison to confirm participation. We will need to
arrange additional tables if more than 6 people are attending.
Email address is: harrn7963@aol.com. Phone is below
Also, I am planning beginning tying class (typically 5 - 6 sessions of different patterns
and basic techniques) in December. Sign up at the meeting, call Bob Harrison (480 7359743) or Bass Pro Shop Fly Shop.

November Flies of the Month
Hoppers, Nymphs, Clousers, Minnows
Can you tie these from a picture or an sample fly?
Bring tools and assortment of materials. We will improvise to copy one or more of them.
This month we will work on copying that killer fly
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Desert Fly Casters Conservation Web Page Update November 2013
“Go take a Look at What DFC has Done Recently”
Joe Miller, DFC Conservation Committee Co-Chair
The DFC Conservation Committee web page is being updated for November, 2013. That page
can be reached through the DFC Web Site at http://www.desertflycasters.com.
The update will be available in the next few days.
The Conservation committee for this year has been Dick Brooks, Joe Miller and Mike Stewart.
We’ve had a number of activities, including the Trash Pick-up campaign
described in this newsletter, and the WMLF donation for Aerators for the lakes we love to fish.
We’ve also reviewed all the work and effort and $ DFC Trout Bums have put out for Conservation in the last year or so. It’s an impressive list, so we’re putting it on the web.
So go see what YOU all have done, contributed to, and accomplished. Pat yourselves on
the back, roll up your sleeves, and get ready for more work!!!! In conservation, there’s
always more to be done, and not many to do it except us Trout Bums!!!!!
Let’s keep up the good work!
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WINTER FLY FISHING IN ARIZONA
by Vince Deadmond

Yes, I’ll admit that I am not exactly normal when it comes to
fly fishing. I don’t know many
people that spend more days on
the water than I do. So, take this
free advise, and keep in mind
how much it cost. I fish a full winter calendar, and I don’t like cold
weather, but I want to share with
you some of my favorite winter
places to fish.
Arizona fishing is open year
round, if you are new to Arizona,
winter fly fishing may take some
time getting used to. But, after a
winter trip to Lee’s Ferry, Silver
Creek, or even Tonto Creek you
will be ready for more. You may
need to upgrade your winter gear.
During the summer I rarely need
waders, or wading boots. Winter
fishing gloves and knit caps have
been pushed to the back of the
closet during summer fishing, but
you will want to take inventory of
all your winter gear and make
sure it is in good working order.
Being cold and wet on a winter
fishing trip due to a gear failure
is avoidable.
Lee’s Ferry has always been a
winter fishery for me. In past
years, a few of us would plan a
trip between Christmas and New
Years for a few days at Lee’s Ferry.
This is a great way to learn the

ropes for someone who has not
fished this spectacular tailwater
fishery. There is no better place
to learn to dead drift and practice
mending. Dry fly fishing with a
midge is another technique, and
fishing semi seal leaches or wooly
buggars is another way to fish the
Ferry. Typically this works well
for 4 fishers and a large SUV. You
can split the cost of driving and
lodging, have a fabulous time
without breaking the bank. This
is a 5 hour drive if you live in the
East Valley, so you want several
days of fishing time to justify the
drive.
I look forward to fishing Silver
Creek, just outside of Show Low.
It seems like this fishery gets better every year. Improved parking
lot, restrooms, fish habitat, and
dispersing the good fishing over
a larger area has made this fishery very popular. This is a small
stream compared to Lee’s Ferry,
but the huge brood stock fish offer you a chance to catch a trophy
Trout. This is about a 3 hour drive
so it makes for a long day trip.
I fish Tonto Creek year round,
but some parts of Tonto Creek I
save for the winter months. I have
this thing about rattlesnakes, I
don’t want them as fishing companions. The Bear Flats area of

Tonto Creek is a winter favorite
of mine. It is a relative short drive
(hour and a half), it has riffles,
plunge pools, Rainbows, and
Browns. This can be a really enjoyable day trip. I suggest taking
one other person with you, but
I have fished it by myself. This
is on the edge of the Hell’s Gate
Wilderness area of Tonto Creek
and it has beautiful steep up and
down terrain, expect to rock hop
and get wet.
The Lower Salt River gets winter
stockings of Trout and is a quick
easy way to get your fly fishing
fix. Most of the desert lakes get
winter Trout stocking, and if you
are lucky enough to be fishing
shortly after a stocking you will
catch a ton of stockers. They don’t
last long, people keep their limit
(that’s all I could get in my 5 gallon bucket) 2 or 3 times. I would
encourage you to catch and release so someone else can enjoy
catching that fish.
Not in Arizona, but certainly
on my winter fly fishing calendar
is Rocky Point, Mexico. Mild winter weather, and catching Triggers
while seated on my pontoon boat
on the Sea of Cortez is not a bad
way to spend a winter day. This is
a 4 hour drive, and a good family outing, or you can get a few

buddies together to split the cost.
Again not in Arizona, but Pyramid Lake just north of Reno, NV
is a winter time fishery that offers
some spectacular Lahontan Cutthroat Trout fishing. The possibility of catching a 10 pound plus
trout makes the nasty weather this
lake is famous for is just part of
paying your dues. This will test the
quality of your winter gear, and the
13 hour drive will make you question your sanity.
Contact Resources: Lees Ferry
Anglers www.leesferry.com (800)
962-9755. Marble Canyon Lodge
www.marblecayoncompany.com
Crosby Lodge Pyramid Lake Sutcliff, NV www.crosbylodge.net
775-476-0400. AZ Game and Fish
Department azgfd.gov
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing
Hardware Guy can be reached at
Best Hardware 237 N Apache Trail
Apache Junction, AZ vince@ajbest.
com and 480 982 7461.
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San Juan 2013
This year we had 12 DFC members at Fisheads San Juan River
Lodge for 2 days of guided fly
fishing. The trip started as usual
with a gathering on Thursday
night. After passing out guide
assignments every one headed
for dinner and then to their
rooms to get ready for the first
day of fishing.
The weather this time of year is
always a concern and that is exactly what happened. Friday AM
it was cloudy but was supposed
to clear-up by 10:00. With morning temps around 30 and several
showers before lunch it was definitely a cold morning. The afternoon was not much better. There
was a cold steady rain with the
sun finally breaking through the
clouds just as we were taking off
the river. Saturday turned out to
be much better with the sun out
all day. The morning temp was
in the upper 30’s warming to upper 50’s in the afternoon.
The fishing this year was very
good with everyone catching

lots of nice fish. Friday was
our trophy day for biggest and
most trout. Biggest trout went
to Dan Schwartz and Joe Miller
who both caught a 21 inch trout.
We had 10 members who caught
over 20 trout and 5 who caught
over 30. Most fish went to Greg
Wilson with 43. Your host Charlie Rosser was a distance second
with 38. From discussions Saturday at dinner I think everyone
had just as good fishing if not a
better day on Saturday. I heard
several people say they had a 50
fish day with several 23 inch fish
being caught.
After a good day fishing on
Friday my Saturday started off
slow. Our guide went to set up
our rods and realized he had left
his fly boxes in his truck. After a
hike back to get his fly boxes we
were set up and ready to fish. I
caught 3 fish in the first couple
of hours on a midge set up. The
guide changed me over to a black
wooly bugger under an indicator and the fishing really heated

up. We were site fishing most of
the morning and when the wooly
bugger hit the water fish would
come from several feet away
to check it out. The first few I
caught watching the indicator
move just a little bit or the guide
saying “SET”. After a while I
would watch the fish come to the
fly, open its mouth and I would
set the hook before the indicator
ever moved. Now I know what
the guide is seeing when he says
“SET” before the indicator ever
moves. I heard this summer that
this wooly bugger set-up is good
on small streams. I used it on the
East and West Fork of the White
River on the rim this summer
and after adjusting my depth several times started to catch fish.
Next time you are out on a small
stream give it a try.
Last year we had 2 members
who had mishaps on the river;
one falling out of the boat and
one who hooked his guide with a
fly. We are getting better, we had
only one this year. On Friday Joe

Miller was wading with his guide
when all of a sudden both his feet
slipped out from under him and
he ended up falling down. The
only thing that got hurt was Joe’s
new cell phone he picked up several days before the trip. He did
find out that his new phone was
not water proof.
This year’s trip was probably
the best 2 days of fishing the club
has had in a long time on the San
Juan. Hope you will join us next
year. The 2014 trip is scheduled
for Sept 18 -21.
Your San Juan Host
Charlie Rosser
Questions??? Catch me, Charlie at:
chasr123@cox.net
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OUTINGS- 2013
November Outing...Rocky Point

Thursday November 7th –Tuesday, November 12th, 2013
Host: Vince Deadmond
Catch me, Vince at: 480 818 1796 or vince@ajbest.com

December Outing...Canyon Lake
Saturday, December 14, 2013

Host: Dick Brooks
Catch me, Dick at: 480-203-9634 or gdubby77@gmail.com

DFC Outings to come...

January 11, 2014 • Stream Side Instructions- Salt River
January ??, 2014 • Casting Games- TBA
February 12, 2014 • Annual DFC Banquet
February 21, 2014 Dead Horse Lake C/G
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